
OPPOSED 
Kirsten Anderson  
Canmore Alberta 

March 10, 2021 

Dear Members of Town Council, 

After carefully reading the proposals and tuning in to the hearings, I am writing to express my opposition 
to the ASPs in the development proposal by TSMV and Smith Creek. These proposed developments 
threaten wildlife by developing critical wildlife habitat in corridors already stressed by our current 
population and land footprint.  They fail to sufficiently address the affordability issue in our town.  
Construction on undermined lands either will put owners and the town at risk of lawsuits or it will 
require CO2 intensive concrete pouring to make it stable. The proposals do not align with addressing 
Canmore’s own declaration of a “Climate Emergency” as new homeowners will inevitably drive 30km to 
get to grocery shops and the downtown core. But most of all, the development threatens the character 
of our small wilderness town. 

I grew up in Calgary and my long-time dream was to live in Canmore. I was fortunate to move here with 
my husband in 2014 and we feel incredibly lucky to be a part of this inspiring community. Living 
surrounded by wilderness is magical. Coexisting with wildlife including large mammals such as bears, 
wolves, elk, and cougars is a great privilege. If approved, the Smith Creek development will encroach 
into the habitat and movement corridors for bow valley wildlife. The proposed wildlife fence will neither 
mitigate problems of wildlife movement nor human-animal conflicts. As we have learned from wildlife 
expert Karsten Heuer, these animals need a buffer to the highway and town and as we squeeze their 
corridors, we push them to the brink and threaten their very existence. As a Canmore resident, I want 
development that fits with our vision of a small town that co exists with nature. 

I would like town council to fully reject the proposed development because it fails to align with the 
values of the residents of Canmore. These ASPS do not correlate to the current wildland zone provisions 
or those in the land use bylaw. At a minimum, town council should use their powers as much as possible 
to: 

1. not approve the Smith Creek development
2. say no to both area structure plans and insist the developers come up with a more step by step

development.
3. shrink the allowable size of the TSMV development.
4. not move the growth boundary to the east of Thunderstone Quarry.
5. preserve Thunderstone Quarry as a Wildland district.
6. uphold land use and zoning bylaws.



7. not allow changes to the growth boundaries.
8. ensure the protection of the Y to Y wildlife corridor.
9. amend the Land Use Bylaws to include performance-based construction standards.
10. slow down and listen to the voices of Canmore citizens.

The citizens of Canmore deserve to have this process slowed down. We need our town to have control 
of its own future instead of handing over a population and land area doubling development to the 
developers. We need to ensure that future development respects the natural environment and wildlife. 
We have a responsibility to minimize our impact in terms of climate change and wildlife corridors. 

We have something unique and wonderful to preserve. Small town feel matters. The breadth and scale 
of this development threatens to change the character of our town to make Canmore feel like a city with 
suburbs and residents who commute into the core. Wouldn’t it be better to have controlled, managed 
development that carefully considers the character of the town we want to live in being maintained? 
We need to protect what makes Canmore special. We need to act now to preserve the magical 
wilderness we live in. 

Sincerely, 

Kirsten Anderson 


